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 With a difference of less than 1 million tonnes (-0.5%), it is practically at 

pre-pandemic levels  

  

Total port traffic exceeds 185.2 million 
tonnes in the first four months of the year  
 

• Total port traffic grows 5.9% compared to 2021  

• Liquid bulk, with more than 60 million tonnes, reaches a new all-
time high  

 
 
23-05-2022 (Public body Puertos del Estado).   The total traffic of the 46 
ports of general interest of the State, coordinated by Puertos del Estado, 
reached 185,253,757 tonnes in the first four months of 2022, which 
represented an increase of 5.92% compared to the same period of the 
previous year.  With this data, the historical highs of 2019, the year that 
touched 186.2 million tonnes, have been practically reached, with a 
difference of just 957 thousand tonnes (-0.5%).  
 
By presentation form, liquid bulk, with 60,047,994, grew by 12.9%, 
marking a new all-time high.  In this group, natural gas, with more than 
7.5 million tonnes, grew by +73.5%, gasoline (5.4 million) by +30%, and 
crude oil (20.7 million) by +14 %.  
 
Solid bulk, which grew by +12.5%, exceeded 30.2 million tonnes, with the 
increase in cereals and their flours being especially significant (+59.3%) 
with close to 5 million tonnes, coal and petroleum coke (+34.1%) with 5.5 
million, and 5.6 million tonnes of non-metallic minerals (+15%).  
 
Finally, general goods, the largest group with more than 90 million 
tonnes, is still -1.2% below the 2021 data, although conventional general 
goods (27.2 million tonnes) has grown by +9.7%, and already exceeds 
pre-pandemic data.  Products such as wood and cork (+24.6%), or wines, 
beverages, alcohols and derivatives (+13%) contributed to this increase.  
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Ro-ro traffic, industrial vehicles loaded with goods that are shipped, 
continues to grow at a rate of +10.7% compared to the previous year, 
exceeding 22.8 million tonnes, and more than +6% compared to the 2019 
data.  This increase has been particularly noticeable in the number of 
trailers and loaded platforms, which reached 448,578 units.   
 
Container traffic, accounted for in TEUs, has decreased by -2.9%, 
standing at 5.66 million TEUs.  The greatest decrease occurred in 
containers in transit (-5.2%), which account for nearly 54% of the 
containers moved.  
 
Finally, passenger traffic continues to recover, and an increase of +147% 
has been noted in the total, exceeding 6.1 million passengers, a 
percentage that has been much higher in cruise passenger traffic, which 
at 1.4 million passengers, grows by +718%, although it still represents 

2021 2022 %

LÍQUIDOS 53.181.082 60.047.994 12,91

SÓLIDOS 26.917.823 30.293.102 12,54

CONVENCIONAL 24.793.552 27.199.030 9,70

EN CONTENEDORES 66.276.357 62.806.917 -5,23

TOTAL 91.069.909 90.005.947 -1,17

TOTAL 171.168.814 180.347.043 5,36

PESCA TOTAL PESCA 57.716 43.886 -23,96

COMBUSTIBLES LÍQUIDOS 2.513.010 3.066.811 22,04

OTROS 416.110 538.135 29,33

TRÁFICO INTERIOR TOTAL TRÁFICO INTERIOR 744.063 1.257.882 69,06

TOTAL 3.730.899 4.906.714 31,52

TOTAL TRÁFICO PORTUARIO (*) 174.899.713 185.253.757 5,92

EN TRÁNSITO 50.606.616 49.562.654 -2,06

EN CONTENEDORES EN TRÁNSITO 40.787.147 38.030.799 -6,76

TOTAL TRÁFICO RO-RO 20.676.363 22.885.709 10,69

REMOLQUES SEMIRR. Y PLATAF. (uds .) 345.561 448.578 29,81

TOTAL CONTENEDORES (TEUS) 5.835.093 5.665.881 -2,90

EN TRÁNSITO (TEUS) 3.212.797 3.045.671 -5,20

ENTRADAS-SALIDAS NACIONAL (TEUS) 613.313 647.219 5,53

IMPORT-EXPORT EXTERIOR (TEUS) 2.008.984 1.972.992 -1,79

NACIONAL Y EXTERIOR (TEUS) 2.622.291 2.620.211 -0,08

REG. TRANSPORTE Y DE CRUCERO (nº) 2.487.993 6.142.878 146,90

DE CRUCERO (nº) 171.814 1.405.201 717,86

EN RÉGIMEN DE PASAJE (uds) 660.368 1.283.869 94,42

EN RÉGIMEN DE MERCANCÍA (**) 890.078 782.787 -12,05

TOTAL BUQUES MERCANTES (uds) 37.602 44.276 17,75

UDS. ARQUEO BRUTO (G.T.) 576.592.688 740.175.357 28,37

CRUCEROS (uds) 296 1355 357,77

Acumulado desde Enero
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 50% of the figure for 2019, a year with 2.8 million cruise passengers at 

this point of the year.  This is due to the fact that, despite the good 
performance in the number of cruise stopovers, 20% more than in 2019 
(1,355 stopovers in the first four months), the ships still did not present 
100% passenger occupancy levels due to health reasons.  
 
 
For more information:  Pages - Monthly Statistics (puertos.es)  
 
 

https://www.puertos.es/es-es/estadisticas/Paginas/estadistica_mensual.aspx

